OFFSHORE

RG Rom Gummi – High Quality Rubber Solutions
We are specialized in hot-vulcanized rubber for maritime environments. Our experience in this particular field
extends well over 30 years, and since 2008 we have produced different rubber solutions for offshore wind
turbines.
The defining characteristic of our rubber production is that we manufacture any kind and any size in any
number at any time. The only thing we do not vary is the quality of our craftsmanship and our rubber.
Additionally, we tailor our products according to the specific requirements and needs.
One of our main tasks for offshore is to hot-vulcanize rubber onto large metal units such as tubes. We are able
to apply hot-vulcanized rubber both on the inside and on the outside. Besides this so called coating we can
also apply ribbed rubber and do a lining without ribs. The largest units we have made are 12 meters long parts
for J-tubes, which we applied with rubber. At the same time we have also made various small products such
as door and hatch stops together with SWL-text embedded mats.
In addition to neoprene we also offer our special marine rubber that is highly resilient to impacts from the
ocean water, ozone and ultraviolet sun rays. This special rubber was originally developed for fishing tackle
and had been approved by fishermen all over Europe for more than 30 years.
After the many years of supplying the fishing industry we know, that high quality and rapid delivery are
essential to our customers. Therefore flexibility in all areas is our focal point.

Please do not hesitate to contact us at all times with any questions you might have.
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Boat landings
RG Rom Gummi offers rubber
solutions for boat landings at all
types of offshore foundations,
including monopiles and different
jackets.
Regardless the task we always
use our durable quality rubber to
ensure a perfect product.
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Pipe clamps
The pipe clamps are retrofitted on the existing
piles and play an important role in managing
riser pipes carrying lift gas and as elevation
clamps for extraction of oil and gas. The reason
why RG Rom Gummi applies rubber into the
pipe clamps is to prevent the weldings from
shuddering apart.

Single unit productions
When it comes to the pipe clamps we most
often make single unit productions which
fit perfectly into our flexible production
methods. That means that we never give a
single unit production lower priority than serial
productions. At last but not least we do not
charge overprices for single unit productions, as
our precept is to always deliver superb quality
to a fair price.
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Jackets
Due to the various types of jackets RG Rom
Gummi customizes the rubber solutions from
time to time. Our production methods are
structured to make room for fast changes so
that we rapidly can make a mockup for testing
and afterwards transfer it into serial production.
The main purpose of the rubber products for
jackets, regardless the type, is to be shock
absorbing and to offset vibrations in order to
prevent damages on the wind turbine tower
itself. To ensure this the rubber has to be
durable, which is why we always hot-vulcanize
our quality rubber for offshore use.

Subsea
The need for quality rubber solutions exists even below sea level. Therefore RG Rom Gummi provides rubber
for track shoes for cable laying equipment such as cable tensioners. In order to ensure a resilient bonding
between rubber and iron we hot-vulcanize the rubber onto the track shoes.

Track shoes are always on the move and in danger
of being worn out. Our work methods with hotvulcanized quality rubber give the track shoes a high
friction and great durability.
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References
We have supplied hot-vulcanized
rubber solutions for the following
offshore installations.

Oil and gas
Gorm

Roar

Rolf

Tyra East

Tyra West

Valdemar
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Wind farms
Arkona

Baltic II

Beatrice

Burbo Bank Extension

Gode Wind

Gunfleet Sands

Nordergründe

Sandbank

Veja Mate

Walney 3 and 4

West of Duddon Sands

Wikinger
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RG Rom Gummi is a Danish manufacturing company specialising in high quality and quick deliveries of product
series ranging from 1 to 10,000 pcs. RG Rom Gummi is
currently run by the second generation of the Kristensen
family. In 2008, RG Rom Gummi’s staff was made up of
six employees. This figure has since been tripled by 2013
and sextupled by 2016. This strong development is owing to our constant focus on our willingness to adapt and
on creating individual solutions regardless of the scope
of the order. We value service, flexibility, efficiency, action, knowledge and experience very highly, and we are
always ready to lend a hand when the chips are down.

RG Rom Gummi A/S . Neptunvej 1 . DK-7620 Lemvig . Tel: +45 97 82 20 33
info@romgummi.dk . www.romgummi.dk

Grafisk Tryk Lemvig•Thyborøn

RG Rom Gummi started its industry specialisation in
products for the fishing industry back in 1983, but has
since branched out and manufactured various products
and solutions for the industry, agriculture, food industry
as well as the onshore and offshore industries. At present,
RG Rom Gummi generates more than 50 % of its income
on deliveries to the offshore industry, for which we produce high-quality fenders.

RG Rom Gummi has been a supplier for several years to a
number of European countries and has now also expanded its export markets to include the Far East and USA.
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About RG Rom Gummi
RG Rom Gummi offers a wide range of various custommade rubber products. We have year-long experience
with the processing of multiple kinds of rubber and have
become true experts in developing the best solutions in
close cooperation with our customers.

